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Personally Speaking

By Lee Kin Weng

Artiﬁcial
Empathy
Every medical practitioner understands the value and importance
of empathy in today’s healthcare setting. Imagine the hospital
situation not too long ago as an example.

Patient 1: (Groaning in pain.)
Staff Nurse (Yesteryear): “Ah Pek, why never eat
medicine! You better eat or else you will never
recover! Aiyohhhhh, you vomit again ah??”
Staff Nurse (Today): “Uncle, what’s wrong? Why
never eat your medicine? Are you feeling the pain
at your wound?”
Patient 2: “Doctor, am I going to die of cancer?”
Doctor (Yesteryear): “Take the medicine two
times a day and come back in a month’s time.”
Doctor (Today): “I understand your concerns, sir,
but according to evidence-based medicine ...”
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It is almost unanimous that the awareness of
the need for empathy in healthcare is one of the
reasons why standards have improved over the
years. In fact, it is one of the most emphasised
‘skills’ not only in medical education, but also as
part of medical professionalism.
Therefore, today’s approach is to inculcate
this skill, or value, early on. It begins during
undergraduate training when didactic ‘Empathy
Lectures’ are given en masse, in attempts to
‘teach’ empathy. Of course, complaints flooded
the Dean’s Office because how could empathy be
taught as a series of lectures? Thus the response
was to organise case discussions and small group
tutorials to discuss empathy. However, being

exam-oriented, the students did not display
the expected enthusiasm, which probably
disappointed the programme planners greatly.
To fix this problem, ‘empathy’ was then made
examinable. This began as a small component in
theory papers where questions were fashioned
to elicit answers which hopefully reflected the
student’s empathy levels. Again, how could
empathy be accurately measured from pen-andpaper responses? The next step was to incorporate
it as a component in marking templates for ward
assessments, student internship, and the latest,
as part of ‘live-clerking’ in the presence of an
examiner for the final MBBS.
Certainly that is not enough to assess a future
doctor’s empathy. A doctor must be empathetic!
Consequently, the communication OSCEs
examination was created, to make sure that the
candidate must be empathetic (or at least show
that he or she appears empathetic in front of
a paid actor), and by the way, also possesses
other essential skills such as the ability to suture
wounds and write prescriptions, so as to book a
seat in the final MBBS examination hall.
If you are one of the privileged who have
successfully graduated from medical school,
you may consider furthering your education by
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attempted to remove the stent under local
anaesthetic. After several failed attempts with
the cystoscope, he decided it was better that I
underwent general anaesthesia while he brought
in a colleague to assist in retrieving the elusive
stent. My urethra was so traumatised that when
I awoke after the GA to micturate, I almost died
from the razor-sharp excruciating pain. I had
to beg for Pethidine and later oral Tramadol to
ameliorate the agony. My attitude toward pain and
its necessary treatment was forever transformed.
So, whenever I listen to a patient describe his or
her pain experience, I cannot help grimacing and
empathising with his or her suffering. I have also
leaned towards a proactive stand in seeking for
pain symptoms amongst patients and treating
it early with ample quantity of appropriate
analgesics.
“I HEAR WHAT YOU SAY.”
Nouwen further elucidated that it is an illusion
to think that Man can be led out of the desert by
someone who has never been there. Of course, it
is impractical to imagine that we would have to
suffer the whole gamut of symptoms in order to be
able to provide empathetic clinical service to our
patients. I believe it is entirely possible to do so
when our hearts are keen to care and our ears are
ready to listen. The art of listening is much underemphasised and under-practised in healing. Many
in the world of communications and business
management have taught that listening can impact
interpersonal relationships significantly.
I recently came across Thomas Friedman
– a renowned foreign affairs New York Times
columnist, as well as author of The Lexus and
The Olive Tree and The World is Flat – describe
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taking the MRCP or MRCS. You will then be
familiar with PACES, which is very similar to
undergraduate OSCEs or short cases, where you
have to clerk a paid actor within 14 minutes,
and be able to derive a diagnosis, formulate
a management plan, and of course, display a
substantial degree of empathy within that time. To
do well, you probably had prepared a list of catchphrases which you spewed whenever opportunity
arose during your clerking of the paid actor. A few
examples are: “Oh, that must be tough for you ... ”;
“You must be having a lot of pain ... “ and “I am
glad you are feeling better!”
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listening in his commencement speech at
Williams College (5 June 2005).
He said, “The ability to be a good listener is one
of the most under-appreciated talents a person
or a country can have. People often ask me how
I, an American Jew, have been able to operate
in the Arab/Muslim world for 20 years, and my
answer to them is always the same. The secret is
to be a good listener. It has never failed me. You
can get away with really disagreeing with people
as long as you show them the respect of really
listening to what they have to say and taking it
into account when and if it makes sense. Indeed,
the most important part of listening is that it is
a sign of respect. It is not just what you hear by
listening that is important. It is what you say by
listening that is important. It is amazing how you
can diffuse a whole roomful of angry people by
just starting your answer to a question with the
phrase, “You’re making a legitimate point” or “I
hear what you say” – and really meaning it. Never
underestimate how much people just want to feel
that they have been heard, and once you have
given them that chance, they will hear you.”
I was advised by an older friend sometime ago
that people rarely care about how much you
know until they know how much you care.
Empathy is precisely that. It is the sum total
of our communication to our patients that the
entire consultation is about them: that we are
here to understand their suffering and perhaps
feel it too. I end with Father Nouwen’s wisdom
once again when he declared, “The man who
spent many hours trying to understand, feel, and
clarify the alienation and confusion of one of his
fellow men might well be the best equipped to
speak to the needs of the many, because all men
are one at the wellspring of pain and joy.” ■

It does not matter if you noticed the actor cringe
at the pretentiousness of your lines; the
examiners could not see his facial movements
from where they were sitting anyway. Nevermind
if your peers mumble behind your back that you
are deficient in knowledge and clinical skills, but
a superb actor, and therefore deserve distinction
marks.
When has empathy become an examinable
subject? Have we forgotten that it is a quality
of human nature?
Welcome to the era of artificial empathy. ■

